Jesus says... Uphold, what is right & Take a Stand for THE TRUTH
August 18, 2019 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare
(Clare) Tonight, I asked the Lord... 'Jesus, what is on Your heart?'
Jesus began... "Your nation is going through yet another transition where prayer is imperative.
Everything is stacked against your President. That is, everything except Me and those who know My
voice. Each day, My People, I wish for you to shoulder this burden in prayer. I am especially
disappointed in the mainline churches that do not see beyond the surface and are not backing Me up.
They will vote for the most socially acceptable candidates.
"Nevertheless, many of the leaders believed in Him; but because of the Pharisees they did not confess
Him, for fear that they would be put out of the synagogue. For they loved praise from men more than
praise from God... How can you believe in Me, when you seek and receive glory and approval from one
another, and yet you do not seek the glory and approval which comes from the one and only God? (John
12:42-44)
"This is the root of the problem; vanity leads to unbelief. When a man’s focus is on praise and
acceptance, which foster money and power, anything that goes against the common consensus
challenges their status. Therefore, they go with the flow, the common ground.
"Clare, I am not just filling the air with words so you will have a message. I am genuinely grieved over
the ignorance and shallowness of My people. My sheep hear My voice, so how can I accept them as My
own when they refuse to open their ears to those things that cause waves and controversy. Simply
speaking, they are shut before I open My mouth, because they live by the status quo and what will
bring them more acceptance, power, and money.
"But I have my faithful ones. They do hear My voice and they act on it. And these are the ones to turn
the tide. Children, I do not have to tell you who to vote for. I have taught you to discern a man by his
works. Examine the works of each and weigh them against Scripture and what you know is right. Then
you will have your answer.
"Is it right to extract a living child from its mother’s womb by first cutting off its limbs? If a man has
no respect for an unborn child, he will have no respect for you when you become a burden, or your
agenda crosses his. And as a matter of fact, that can be easily proven by the undisclosed poisoning of
the American people through different operations hidden from the public.
"No man is perfect. But some are more perfect, more sincere, more capable and more honest than
others. Some care about this nation. And some have the agenda of ruining it while smiling and telling
the public what they want to hear.
"This whole subject makes Me sick at Heart! But I want you to know that you can discern who I would
choose by examining the fruit in their lives. The fault that is found with the candidate that protects
life are faults done openly, while the others do the very same thing behind your back. So, you hearken
to the soft-touch diplomatic, middle-ground man who condemns what the other candidate does in the
open. While they do the very same things and much, much worse, behind your back.

"A two-year-old can discern good from evil, but My people who are sold out to the system in order to
live wealthy lives? They cannot bring themselves to stand against evil, lest they be excluded from the
inner circles of those who are in fact evil to the core.
"Children, this is tragic. Uphold righteousness and condemn evil. Those who are not for Me are against
Me. Rise up. Stand your ground. Pray for the lukewarm ones that want to support the status quo and
have not gone deeper in their discernment because of their attachments to success and prosperity.
"I love you. I am with you. And I bless you now to be a shining beacon of Truth in a perverse and dark
generation."

